# Level One & Two Homework

**Due: Thursday 15th May**

## Speaking & Listening

What does this sign mean? Where have you seen it? Why do you think this sign has been placed in these areas? Discuss these answers for Show and Tell.

## Reading

Read your ‘home book’ to an adult every night. Don’t forget to bring your book back every day so you can get a new one.

## Spelling

Practise the spelling words (over the page) for the test on Friday.

Ask an adult to test you on the whole list two or three times over the week. Make up games to play with the words for extra practice.

## Writing

**Grade Ones** - Choose three words from your spelling list

**Grade Twos** - Choose five words from your spelling list

- Use them in meaningful sentences in your homework book. Neatly underline the list words in your sentences.

## Mathematics

How many 3-digit number plates can you make or find with a 3 in the tens place?

## Home/Community

At school, we have been discussing tobacco and the negative effects it can have on our bodies. Design a poster to try and encourage people to quit or not to start smoking in the first place.